LABORATORY EQUIPMENT/ALL AFFECTED SURFACES
EH&S CLEARANCE TESTING AND FM SERVICE FLOWCHART
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Lab equipment*/
affected surface(s)
requires repair/move/
decommission

Fume Hood Repairs: Some fume
hood repairs (ex. light bulb
replacement in some hoods, etc.) do
not necessitate access through the
interior of the hood. In such cases,
the hood does not need to be
emptied of its contents and the
interior does not need to be
decontaminated; however, all
experiments must cease while the
work is performed.

EH&S issues/emails
clearance tag(s) to the
user*+

User requests EH&S
clearance online
(www.ehs.uci.edu)
Quicklinks: Lab/
Equipment Clearance

User
decontaminates
item(s)/
surface(s)

YES

Decontaminated
item(s)/surface(s)
CANNOT be used until
work is completed. Use
of item(s) nullifies
decontamination
efforts.
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EH&S receives clearance
request and sends
appointment
confirmation to the user

User affixes an identifying
marker to the subject
equipment.

NO

Item(s)/surface(s) PASS
Clearance Testing?

User affixes clearance
tag(s) to the
equipment/surface(s).

EH&S conveys clearance
testing result(s) to the
user

User submits FM
service online
(www.fm.uci.edu)
Services: Online
Service Request OR
contacts Peter’s
Exchange (X4.6100)

EH&S performs
assessment and clearance
testing

FM arrives onsite and looks
for clearance tag(s). If found,
FM performs service. Service
is NOT performed if
clearance tag is not provided.

*Fume Hoods: If decontamination is required, EH&S will affix a TAMPER SEAL on
the fume hood sash, in addition to a Clearance Tag, after completion of the
decontamination procedure.
+Biosafety Cabinets: Are decontaminated by an outside vendor that is contracted
by the user. EH&S will affix a TAMPER SEAL on the biosafety cabinet sash, in
addition to a Clearance Tag, after EH&S receives the decontamination certificate.
TAMPER SEAL: Typically an adhesive tape affixed to the biosafety cabinet or fume
hood after the equipment has been decontaminated to prevent further use.
Service will not be performed on equipment that has a broken TAMPER SEAL.

FM Service: Choose "Repair/
Renovation". Complete the
appropriate fields.
In the "Attachments" section,
attach the clearance tag too.
Complete the Billing Section, if
applicable.
Hit SUBMIT.
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